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Abstract
Introduction: Emotional dysregulation constitutes a serious
public health problem in need of novel transdiagnostic
treatments. Objective: To this aim, we developed and tested
a one-time intervention that integrates behavioral skills
training with concurrent repetitive transcranial magnetic
stimulation (rTMS). Methods: Forty-six adults who met criteria for at least one DSM-5 disorder and self-reported low use
of cognitive restructuring (CR) were enrolled in a randomized, double-blind, sham-controlled trial that used a between-subjects design. Participants were taught CR and underwent active rTMS applied at 10 Hz over the right (n = 17)
or left (n = 14) dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) or sham
rTMS (n = 15) while practicing reframing and emotional distancing in response to autobiographical stressors. Results:
Those who received active left or active right as opposed to
sham rTMS exhibited enhanced regulation (ds = 0.21–0.62)
as measured by psychophysiological indices during the in-
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tervention (higher high-frequency heart rate variability, lower regulation duration). Those who received active rTMS over
the left dlPFC also self-reported reduced distress throughout
the intervention (d = 0.30), higher likelihood to use CR, and
lower daily distress during the week following the intervention. The procedures were acceptable and feasible with few
side effects. Conclusions: These findings show that engaging frontal circuits simultaneously with cognitive skills training and rTMS may be clinically feasible, well-tolerated and
may show promise for the treatment of transdiagnostic
emotional dysregulation. Larger follow-up studies are needed to confirm the efficacy of this novel therapeutic approach.
© 2021 S. Karger AG, Basel

Introduction

Emotional dysregulation, defined as a deficit in the
ability to reduce or change negative emotional states [1],
occurs across several forms of psychopathology [2, 3] and
drives the severity and duration of a variety of mental
health problems [4, 5]. Difficulties in emotion regulation
can be treated through psychotherapy [2, 6–8] in transdiagnostic individuals [9, 10]. Transdiagnostic approaches
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teach emotion regulation skills such as cognitive restructuring (CR), relaxation, and mindfulness [11–14]. However, psychotherapy is considered to be moderately effective in the treatment of emotion dysregulation [9, 15] and
is still in need for improvement to maximize gains and
reduce treatment burden [16]. Specifically, more work is
needed to accelerate the process of learning within therapy sessions, to retain skills after therapy sessions, and to
help patients generalize in-session learning to out-of-session contexts [17].
One approach to optimize transdiagnostic interventions is to translate findings from basic neuroscience
studies on emotion regulation into the development of
new interventions. Emerging neuroscientific findings
highlight that across several disorders, hypoactivation in
prefrontal regions such as the dorsolateral (dlPFC), ventrolateral, and medial prefrontal cortex, and hyperactivation in limbic/paralimbic brain areas, such as the left anterior insula [18, 19], characterize difficulties in changing
emotional arousal. Brain stimulation can alter pathological brain circuits resulting in translational potential to
mitigate problems with emotion regulation. Repetitive
transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) [20], in particular, is one type of noninvasive brain stimulation that
leads to downstream effects through network connectivity, thereby modulating broad brain circuits that underlie
psychopathologies [21]. Given the critical role of the
dlPFC in the emotion regulation neural network, applying high-frequency rTMS – known to have facilitatory
effects – over the dlPFC could have potential to regulate
its hypoactivation, enhance synaptic plasticity [22], and,
as a result, improve learning of emotion regulation skills.
It has been demonstrated that excitatory stimulation of
the left dlPFC facilitates disengagement from angry faces
[23], while excitatory stimulation of the right dlPFC enhances cognitively based emotion regulation in healthy
adults [24].
Concurrent neurostimulation can be used as an augmentation tool for behavioral interventions, with effects
apparent even after one session. For example, rTMS can
remediate hypoactive brain circuits by enhancing spontaneous activity in targeted regions (e.g., remediating
working memory performance following sleep deprivation [25]). In addition, when combined with a behavioral
prime (e.g., food, drug paraphernalia, cues that trigger
obsessions), active neurostimulation reduces problematic behaviors (respectively, binge eating, drug use, compulsive behaviors) above and beyond sham stimulation
[26–28] in the short term. Past studies have combined
rTMS with 16–20 sessions of psychotherapy, demonstrat-

ing feasibility [29], with enhanced effects over psychotherapy alone [30] or over cognitive training alone [31].
Taken together, these studies show promise for neurostimulation as an augmentation tool to alter emotion regulation.
This randomized, double-blind, sham-controlled
study, using a parallel design, aimed to establish the feasibility, acceptability, and preliminary efficacy of enhancing emotion regulation skills training for transdiagnostic
clinical adults with excitatory rTMS over the dlPFC, concurrently during an emotion regulation task. We selected
CR as a targeted emotion regulation skill – that involves
thinking differently about a situation to reduce negative
affect [32, 33] – because it is generally effective at downregulating emotions [33, 34]; it can be implemented
across a broad range of affective contexts [34]; and it engages the same fronto-limbic neural networks on which
neurostimulation has already been tested [35, 36]. To establish proof-of-concept and feasibility, we limited the
intervention to a single session and collected high-frequency heart rate variability (HF-HRV) as an objective
physiological measure of emotion regulation [37–42].
Using a potentiation design [43], we hypothesized that
receiving active versus sham rTMS in conjunction with
CR would lead to faster recovery from emotional distress
during the intervention session, reduced arousal and increased use of CR during the week after the intervention,
and improved emotional dysregulation, psychopathology, and functioning for up to a month following the intervention.
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Participants and Procedures
This study (n = 83) and an adjunctive supplement (n = 65) were
pre-registered together (NCT02573246), and they ran concurrently from April 2016 to February 2020. The results from the supplemental study are not included here. We expected moderate to large
effect size differences between regulation during active and sham
conditions in our psychophysiological measurements based on
previous findings [24]. A G * Power 3.1 [44] power analysis indicated that a total sample size of 42 participants (14/condition) in a
repeated measures ANOVA (5 measurements) examining between factor effects, with high correlation between repeated measurements (r = 0.70) [45] would be needed to observe a moderate
to large effect size (f = 0.45) with an observed power of 0.80 and an
alpha of 0.05.
Out of 83 participants enrolled, 47 (8 men; 39 women, meanage:
30.02 ± 10.73) qualified and were randomized to one of 3 treatment conditions. The first randomized participant piloted all procedures, and the remaining 46 were considered intent to treat
(ITT). Participants self-reported below-average use of CR when
upset, were transdiagnostic and met criteria for an average of 2.53

Phone screen (n = 621)

Referred elsewhere (n= 444)
• 54 were not interested
• 128 did not report sufficient
impairment in CR
77 TMS contraindicated
• 72 unreachable
• 34 could not be scheduled
• 22 in CBT therapy
• 11 had TMS before
• 21 clinical diagnosis
• 7 unstable medication
• 6 high risk for suicide
• 12 other (insufficient English,
homeless, no mobile phone, pregnant)

Enrollment

In-person screen
(n = 83)

Eligible but dropped after phone screen
(n = 95)
• 41 unreachable
• 25 no longer interested
• 18 assigned to other study
• 10 could not be scheduled

Excluded (n = 20)
• 10 did not report sufficient
impairment in CR at intake
• 3 TMS contraindicated
• 5 met diagnostic criteria for
current alcohol/substance use/
psychotic disorder
• 2 did not meet criteria for any
current DSM disorder
Eligible but dropped before
randomization (n = 16)

Randomized (n = 47)

Treatment
CR+ rTMS over left dlPFC
(n = 14)
• Received intervention
(ITT, n = 13)
• Could not tolerate intervention
and dropped study (n = 1)

CR+ Sham rTMS(n = 15)
• Received intervention
(ITT, n = 14)
• 6 (left dlPFC); 8 (right dlPFC)
• Could not tolerate intervention
and dropped (n = 1; left dlPFC)

CR+ rTMS over right dlPFC
(n = 18)
• Received intervention
(ITT, n = 15)
• Could not tolerate intervention
(n = 2)
• Pilot; did not provide valid data
(n = 1)

1 Week Follow Up
Did not complete (n = 1)
• No reason given
Completed ambulatory + 1 week
assessment (n = 12)

Did not complete (n = 0)
Completed ambulatory + 1 week
assessment (n = 14)
• One partial completion

Did not complete (n = 1)
• No reason given
Completed ambulatory + 1 week
assessment (n = 16)

1 Month Follow Up
Did not complete (n= 2)
• Unreachable (n = 2)
Completed 1 month follow up
(n = 11)

Did not complete (n = 0)
Completed 1 month follow up
(n = 14)
• One partial completion

Did not complete (n = 0)
Completed 1 month follow up
(n = 17)
• One partial completion

Fig. 1. CONSORT flow diagram. CR, cognitive restructuring; rTMS, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation;

ITT, intent to treat; dlPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
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Intake Session
Qualified participants completed a clinical interview, a battery of self-reports, and a standardized assessment [48, 49] which
yielded 4 autobiographical negative emotional arousal scripts
(see online suppl. Materials). Participants were then randomly
assigned to active right dlPFC (n = 17), active left dlPFC (n = 14),
or sham stimulation (n = 15), matching for biological sex and use
of psychotropic medication using a minimization algorithm [50,
51] and a 1:1:1 ratio. Sham participants were further randomized
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(SD = 1.65) current and 4.20 (SD = 1.94) lifetime DSM-5 diagnoses
(SCID-5) [46]. A third of our sample (31.92%) met criteria for at
least one personality disorder (SCID-5-PD) [47]. The CONSORT
flow diagram (Fig. 1), Figure 2a, and the online supplementary
Materials (see www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000518957 for all online suppl. material) detail study flow and inclusion/exclusion criteria. The study was approved by the Duke University Health System (DUHS) Institutional Review Board, and participants were
paid for the study visits that they attended.

Intake

SCID, DERS, ERQ
WSAS, OQ-45

a

D0

D1

Use of CR, SUDS

DERS; OQ-45;
WSAS ERQ

DERS; OQ-45; WSAS
ERQ; stressor task;
exit interview

D8–D15

D16

D46

TMS-CR session:
CR skills
training
(45 min)

Session
baseline
(300 s)

Motor
threshold

1 month FU

1 week FU

Ambulatory
assessment

TMS-CR
intervention

Habituation
(300 s)

Pre-stimulus
baseline
(300 s)

Color version available online

Design:

Autobiographical
stressor
induction
(120 s)

Downregulate
using CR
(600 s)

×3
SUDS
DSS

SUDS
DSS

SUDS
DSS

SUDS

SUDS
DSS

SUDS
DSS

SUDS

SUDS
DSS

10 Hz rTMS
120% rMT
4 s, on 26 s off
20 trains

b
1 month FU stressor task:
Autobiographical
stressor
Pre-stimulus
SUDS
induction
baseline
SUDS
DSS
(120 s)
(300 s)

CR
practice
(300 s)

SUDS
DSS

Fig. 2. a Overall study design (with target days since intake when
each session was planned to occur). b Schematic of the TMS-CR
intervention. Physiological data were collected during a 300-s rest
period (session baseline), followed by the identification of the
rMT. A 600-s habituation period followed when participants received active or sham rTMS alone while listening to white noise
and being instructed to think of nothing in particular. Next, participants were instructed to sit quietly for a 300-s pre-stimulus
baseline, followed by instructions to imagine as vividly as possible
a negative experience while hearing a 40-s recording of the autobiographical stressor (120 s total), and by instructions to reduce
distress using CR (600 s). The rTMS began right after the CR instruction audio was played and continued throughout the regula-

tion period. Every 180 s, there were prompts to either distance or
reframe thoughts related to the autobiographical stressor. Afterwards, there was a break, followed by a second and third administration of the stressor task using the procedures outlined above,
but with different personalized stressors presented in a randomized order. c Schematic of the 1-month follow-up stressor task.
TMS, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (either active or
sham); CR, cognitive restructuring; rMT, resting motor threshold;
SUDS, subjective units of distress; DSS, dissociation; SCID, structured clinical interview; DERS, Difficulties in Emotion Regulation;
QQ-45, Outcome Questionnaire-45; WSAS, Work and Social Adjustment Scale; ERQ, Emotion Regulation Questionnaire.

using a 1:1 ratio to receive TMS over either the right (n = 8) or
left DLPFC (n = 7).
Intervention Session
Participants returned for the 3.5-h intervention session within
a month of intake (Fig. 2b). The session started with one-on-one
skills training with a trained psychologist and was focused on
learning and practicing CR. Skills training used established procedures blending psychotherapeutic approaches [52, 53] with instructions in CR that matched prior neuroimaging studies [54] and
included nonspecific factors such as unconditional positive regard,
attention from the experimenter, and openness for disclosure from

the participant [43]. Both distancing and reframing CR tactics
were presented and practiced (see online suppl. Materials).
Before and after the intervention session, participants rated on
a scale from 0 to 3 (absent–severe) the intensity of their headache,
neck and scalp pain, and hearing impairment. Throughout the intervention day, participants rated subjective units of distress
(SUDS; 0–9 scale) and dissociation [55]. Psychophysiological measurements were collected continuously using the BIOPAC MP150 recording system (Goleta, CA, USA). The progression of the
combined intervention is detailed in Figure 2b.
rTMS Parameters. Active or sham rTMS was performed with a
figure-8 coil (A/P Cool-B65) and a MagPro X100 stimulator with
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c

Ambulatory Assessment and Follow-Up Visit
Following the intervention participants received 8 calls/day for
7 days, starting the day after the intervention, at pseudo-random
times. On each call, participants were asked if they had used CR
since the previous call (yes/no) and their current level of distress
(0–9). At the end of the week, the battery of self-reports from intake was administered again via an online link.
Participants returned to the research office a month later to
complete a stressor task with a 4th autobiographical stressor and
without rTMS (Fig. 2c), an exit interview, and self-reports. Afterwards, the blind was broken and the experimenter and the subject
debriefed.
Measures
The primary outcomes for the study were HF-HRV during
emotion regulation and the time it took to downregulate autobiographically induced distress. During the intervention and followup sessions, each period (e.g., baseline, habituation, stressor, and
regulation) was divided into 120-s bins, and HF-HRV was extracted from the cleaned ECG signal from each bin following established guidelines [61]. For each baseline, heart rate (HR) was averaged from the last 240 s of the total 300 s, excluding any disruptions. Time to return to one’s HR baseline during the regulation
period (regulation duration) was defined as the amount of time it
took from the beginning of regulation for the continuously monitored HR to reach a value that was lower or equal to the average
pre-stimulus baseline HR. A baseline value for regulation duration
was computed as the time it took during habituation for the person
to return to HR baseline after the rTMS-driven increased arousal.
Secondary outcomes included acceptability and feasibility metrics, self-reports related to psychopathology and emotional dysregulation (ERQ, Difficulties in Emotion Regulation Scale –DERS
[62], Outcome Questionnaire – OQ-45 [63], Work and Social Adjustment Scale – WSAS [64]), SUDS and use of CR during the ambulatory week. Participants were asked to give their best guess
whether they received real or sham rTMS (forced-choice question)
and to rate their confidence in their response after the intervention
and at the 1-week and 1-month follow-up assessments. An exit
interview [29] was administered at 1 month to examine perceived
feasibility and acceptability on a scale from 0 (not at all) to 9 (extremely). Satisfaction was rated on a 0 (low) to 100 (high) scale.
Statistical Analyses
Mixed-effects hierarchical linear models (MMANOVA) with
analytically determined covariance structures were used to analyze
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the repeated measures data [65] (see online suppl. Materials for the
SPSS syntax for the models used). Estimated marginal means
(EMMs) were compared using LSD corrections for significant
main and interaction effects. Effect sizes for these models were
computed using Feingold’s formula [66] and interpreted using Cohen’s [67] specifications. To test immediate effects of the intervention, we conducted 3 analyses examining HF-HRV, regulation duration, and SUDS using a Benjamini and Hochberg false discovery
rate (FDR) correction [68] (q = 0.10). See online supplementary
materials for details. Generalized estimated equation models
(GEE) [69] using ordinal logistic models and an independent covariance structure examined differences between treatment conditions in side effects.
To test near-term effects of the TMS-CR intervention, a hierarchical linear model [70] was used to examine condition differences in SUDS and a GEE binary logistic model (logit link, unstructured working correlation with robust estimators) [71, 72]
examined differences in use of CR (indicated as yes/no on each
call) during the ambulatory week. An FDR correction [68] was
employed for these analyses (q = 0.10).
To test the long-term effects of the intervention, 6 MMANOVA models were conducted: 4 examining between-condition differences at the 1-week and 1-month follow-up assessments in
ERQ, DERS, OQ-45, and WSAS; and 2 examining HF-HRV and
SUDS during the follow-up stressor task. An ANCOVA examined
differences in regulation duration at follow-up. The significance
threshold for the 7 long-term analyses was adjusted using an FDR
correction [68]. In cases where significant differences were not
found, equivalence testing was employed using the two one-sided
test procedure [73, 74] with symmetric equivalence margins of 0.5
as suggested by others [75, 76].

Results

Missing Data
Out of 46 ITT participants, 4 could not tolerate the
target rTMS dose; nevertheless, all available data are included in the final outcome analyses (see Table 1 for demographics). Across the variables examined for those included, only 4.3% of the data was missing (online suppl.
Materials).
Normality Assumption
At both intervention and follow-up, HF-HRV was
transformed using the function lg10*(HF-HRV*1000000)
and regulation duration was transformed with a lg10
function. Intervention SUDS were also transformed to a
normal distribution using a square root function.
Tolerability and Acceptability
Participants found the overall study procedures very
acceptable (MAcceptability = 7.26, SD 1.08) and feasible
(MFeasibility = 6.61, SD 0.79) with no differences between
conditions (ps > 0.05). Participants were 59.40% (SD
Neacsiu/Beynel/Powers/Szabo/
Appelbaum/Lisanby/LaBar
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MagOption (MagVenture, Denmark). Stimulation was delivered
over the left or right dlPFC, defined according to the 10–20 system
[56] (online suppl. Fig. 1). A stereotaxic neuronavigation system
was used (Brainsight, Rogue Research), and a template brain
(MNI) was registered to each participant’s head using anatomical
landmarks, to maintain accurate coil positioning across the session. Twenty trains of 10-Hz rTMS (4 s, 26 s inter-train interval)
were delivered at 120% of rMT [57–59] 4 times over the course of
the intervention session for a total of 3,200 pulses. Sham stimulation was delivered using the opposite, shielded face of the same A/P
coil. Sham electrodes delivering a weak electrical current on the
scalp [60], in order to mimic the active TMS-induced somatosensory sensations were put near the hairline for all participants and
were only activated for sham participants.

Table 1. Demographics and clinical descriptives by group

Age, mean (SD), years
Female gender, %
Latinx background, %
Racial background, %
Caucasian
African-American
Asian American
More than one racial group
Sexual orientation, %
Heterosexual
Homosexual
Bisexual
Currently in relationship, %
Single never married
Married
Divorced/separated
Living with partner
Household income, %
$0–$10,000
$10,001–$20,000
$20,000–$40,000
$40,001–$65,000
$65,001–$100,000
More than $100,000
Total number of diagnoses current
Total number of diagnoses in lifetime
Current disorders, %
Depressive disorders
Bipolar disorder
Anxiety disorders
Lifetime disorders, %
Depressive disorders
Anxiety disorders
Substance use
Avoidant PD, %
Borderline PD, %
Paranoid PD, %
Histrionic PD, %
Obsessive-compulsive PD, %
Any PD, %
Taking psychotropic meds, %

Active left
(n = 14)

Active right
(n = 17)

Sham
(n = 15)

33.29 (13.98)
78.6
21.4

27.76 (7.23)
82.4
11.8

29.53 (10.56)
86.7
6.7

78.6
14.4
7.10
0.00

52.9
11.8
23.6
11.8

66.7
13.3
20.1
0.00

78.6
14.3
7.1

56.3
11.8
29.4

73.3
0
13.3

64.3
14.3
7.1
14.3

70.6
17.6
0.00
11.8

60.0
26.7
6.7
6.7

14.3
7.1
28.6
14.3
14.3
21.4
2.86 (1.56)
4.71 (1.73)

17.6
17.6
23.5
11.8
11.8
17.6
2.24 (1.64)
3.88 (1.80)

13.3
0.00
20.0
20.0
13.3
33.3
2.53 (1.85)
3.80 (2.08)

50.0
7.1
85.7

41.2
5.9
76.5

26.7
0.00
73.3

92.9
92.9
7.1
7.1
14.3
7.1
0.00
42.9
50.0
14.3

70.6
82.4
17.6
11.8
0.0
0.0
0.00
0.00
17.6
17.6

86.7
73.3
6.7
6.7
0.0
0.0
6.7
20.0
26.7
26.7

33.51) likely to recommend this treatment to a friend.
Participants reported low distress induced by neurostimulation while they were engaging in CR (M = 2.19; SD
1.04) and moderate-to-low interference with concentrating from the TMS noise (M = 4.80, SD 2.47). When asked
the open-ended question “what was it like being in our
study?”, all participants reported that they had a positive

experience, found CR very useful, and thought it had a
positive impact on their lives. There were no serious adverse events in the study.
There was no significant difference between treatment
conditions in headache (Wald χ2 [2] = 0.11, p = 0.95) and
neck pain (Wald χ2 [2] = 2.61, p = 0.27). Five participants
in the active left condition (35.71%), 8 in the active right
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PD, personality disorder.

2.0

1.95
1.90
1.85
1.80
1.75
1.70
1.65
1.60
1.55

0–2 min

2–4 min

4–6 min

6–8 min

8–10 min

Time during regulation period
CR+rTMS over left dlPFC

The Effect of the Combined Intervention on
Immediate Emotion Regulation
To test whether neurostimulation would enhance
emotion regulation at the moment when it is administered, we conducted 3 MMANOVA analyses using HFPsychother Psychosom 2022;91:94–106
DOI: 10.1159/000518957

CR+rTMS over right dlPFC

CR+sham rTMS

HRV during regulation, SUDS after regulation, and regulation duration as dependent variables.
Heart Rate Variability Results
The MMANOVA analysis of HF-HRV, using an unstructured covariance, showed a significant main effect of
treatment condition (F[2, 32.17] = 4.34, p = 0.02, pFDR =
0.03), time within each regulation period (F[4, 39.19] = 6.17,
p < 0.005), session baseline (F[1, 66.70] = 104.27), and prestimulus baseline F[1, 81.25] = 59.39, p < 0.001), as well as a
significant treatment condition by time interaction (F[8,
39.24] = 2.77, p < 0.05). Active rTMS over the left (EMMlg_
HF-HRV = 1.91, SE = 0.04) and right dlPFC (EMMlg_HF-HRV
= 1.86, SE = 0.04) led to significantly higher HF-HRV (i.e.,
enhanced emotion regulation) when compared to sham
rTMS (EMMlg_HF-HRV = 1.75, SE = 0.04), ps < 0.05 (ds =
0.21–0.31). The active rTMS conditions were not significantly different (p = 0.34) and were equivalent (90% CI
–0.38 to 0.46). LSD-corrected pairwise comparisons of
the interaction effect showed a significant difference between active and sham stimulation for the first 6 min of
regulation (ps < 0.05), and no difference for the last 4 min,
suggesting that sham participants “caught up” with active
participants in their emotion regulation by the end of the
regulation period (Fig. 3). The effect size of the difference
between sham and active TMS was largest (Cohen’s d =
0.45–0.53) in the first 2 min of regulation.
Self-Report Results
The experimental instructions (i.e., try to relax, remember a stressor, use CR) successfully modulated distress
Neacsiu/Beynel/Powers/Szabo/
Appelbaum/Lisanby/LaBar
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condition (47.05%), and 6 in the sham condition (40.0%)
reported worsened headache after the intervention. One
participant in the active left condition reported mild
hearing problems following our procedures. One participant from the active left and 4 from the active right condition reported mild scalp discomfort following the intervention. No one experienced a seizure, and all side effects
resolved by the next study contact.
All participants reported being naïve to rTMS at the
beginning of treatment. Three participants in the active
conditions and 5 in the sham conditions believed they
received sham rTMS when asked to guess their condition
assignment (χ2 [2] = 5.68, p = 0.06). Nevertheless, the majority of participants were not confident in their choice
(53.5% indicated it could have been either) or thought
they more likely than not received real stimulation
(47.4%). All participants who guessed sham, rated their
confidence in their assignment as a 5 (uncertain). There
was no significant difference between conditions in confidence about assigned condition right after the intervention (F[2, 42] = 1.92, p = 0.16), or at the 1 week (F[2, 38] =
1.15, p = 0.33), or 1 month follow-up (F[2, 41] = 0.15, p =
0.86). These findings suggest that the procedures are feasible and acceptable and that the blinding procedures described were successful.

100

Color version available online

rate variability (HF-HRV; a marker of effective emotional regulation) summarized
across the 3 regulation periods allotted
during the intervention, and separated by
condition, and by time segment. The original HF-HRV value was measured in seconds2, multiplied by 100,000 and transformed using a log function to achieve normality. Each time point on the graph
represents the estimate marginal mean
from the LSD pairwise comparisons from
the MMANOVA main analysis which accounts for covariates. Regulation periods
followed autobiographical negative emotional inductions.

Adjusted logarithmic transformation of HF-HRV

Fig. 3. Changes in high-frequency heart

Change in HF-HRV over time during regulation of
distress induced using autobiographical stressors

3.0
2.5
2.0

Color version available online

1.5
1.0
0.5
0

Pre-stimulus Baseline Autobiographical Stressor

Regulation

Time during experimental conditions
CR+rTMS over left dlPFC

across conditions (F[2, 40.32] = 70.97, p < 0.001; Fig. 4). Participants in the active left rTMS condition experienced significantly lower distress (EMMSR_SUDS = 1.19; SE = 0.08)
during the intervention when compared to sham (EMMSR_
SUDS = 1.43; SE = 0.08; d = 0.30; p < 0.05) and active right
rTMS participants (EMMSR_SUDS = 1.44; SE = 0.08, d = 0.32;
p < 0.05; Ftreatment_condition[2, 34.99] = 3.41, p = 0.04, pFDR =
0.06). LSD-corrected pairwise comparisons did not find a
significant difference between right and sham rTMS. The
treatment condition by instruction interaction was not significant (F[4, 40.62] = 1.88, p = 0.13; Fig. 4).

CR+rTMS over right dlPFC

CR+sham rTMS

physiological (HF-HRV; regulation duration) and, after
left rTMS, self-reported (SUDS) indices of emotion regulation even after controlling for multiple comparisons.
Left and right administration of neurostimulation leads
to equivalent biological responses.

Regulation Duration Results
For the 38 participants who had above pre-stimulus
baseline HR at the beginning of the regulation period, it
took almost twice as long to return to HR baseline during
regulation if receiving sham (Msham = 129.08 s, SD =
194.57, n = 11) versus active neurostimulation (Mactive_
right = 65.31 s, SD = 97.92, n = 15; Mactive_left = 74.20 s, SD
= 110.64, n = 12). A MMANOVA using autoregressive
covariance structure (Ftreatment_condition[2, 36.48] = 3.14, p =
0.055, pFDR = 0.10) found that that regulation duration
was significantly longer in the sham condition when
compared to the active right condition (p < 0.05; d = 0.62)
and near significantly longer when compared to the active
left condition (p = 0.08; d = 0.48). The active conditions
were not significantly different (p = 0.58) and were equivalent (90% CI –0.495 to 0.34).
In summary, we found preliminary evidence that
when compared to CR with sham neurostimulation,
rTMS administered in conjunction with CR enhances

The Near-Term Effect of the Combined Intervention
on Daily Distress and Use of CR
Participants indicated having used CR since the previous call in 785 instances (44.73% of answered calls) and
reported SUDs above 0 in 1,245 calls (71.30% of answered
calls). Calls happened on average every 107.06 min (SD
45.08), with no difference between conditions in the
amount of time that lapsed between placed calls (p >
0.05). Participants who received active left rTMS stimulation reported significantly more likelihood to use CR
(EMM 0.58, SE 0.04) when compared to participants who
received sham rTMS (EMM 0.41, SE 0.05) or right rTMS
(EMM 0.31, SE 0.04), Wald χ2condition (2) = 21.89, p <
0.001, pFDR = 0.05.
We also found a significant main effect of treatment
condition on daily distress (Ftreatment_condtion[2, 257.86] =
3.23, p = 0.04, pFDR = 0.1). LSD-controlled pairwise comparisons showed that participants who received active left
rTMS reported significantly less average distress during
the ambulatory week (EMMsqrt_suds = 0.95, SE 0.12) when
compared to participants who received active right rTMS
(EMM sqrt_suds = 1.18, SE 0.11). The sham group (EMMsqrt_
suds = 1.11, SE 0.12) did not differ from the other 2 groups
(ps > 0.05). There was no significant main effect of time
or baseline (ps > 0.05).
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tress (SUDS; a self-report marker of negative emotional arousal) summarized across
the 3 experimental periods, and separated
by condition, and by instruction provided.
The original SUDS value was transformed
using a square root function to achieve
normality. Each time point on the graph
represents the estimate marginal mean
from the LSD pairwise comparisons from
the MMANOVA main analysis which accounts for covariates. The graph presents
data at the end of the pre-stimulus baseline,
after the negative emotional induction using the autobiographical stressor, and at
the end of the regulation period.

Adjusted square root transformation of SUDS

Fig. 4. Changes in subjective units of dis-

Change in SUDS before and after distress induced using
autobiographical stressors

Table 2. Means and SDs for longitudinal outcomes for all participants and broken by condition
OQ-45

DERS

ERQ-R

WSAS

All

Intake (n = 46)
1 week FU (n = 43)
1 month FU (n = 42)

66.46 (17.70)
58.74 (23.01)
52.97 (22.56)

103.89 (24.41)
88.83 (25.91)
82.95 (24.99)

3.35 (0.81)
4.67 (0.82)
4.68 (0.91)

16.02 (6.47)
12.07 (8.58)
10.95 (7.20)

CR + left rTMS

Intake (n = 14)
1 week FU (n = 13)
1 month FU (n = 11)

61.57 (19.77)
59.62 (24.56)
56.91 (26.30)

94.57 (26.75)
86.92 (25.58)
84.82 (33.85)

3.37 (0.94)
4.50 (0.99)
4.36 (1.12)

15.00 (7.55)
14.31 (9.80)
10.27 (7.23)

CR + right rTMS

Intake (n = 17)
1 week FU (n = 16)
1 month FU (n = 17)

65.41 (18.76)
58.00 (26.48)
48.82 (23.86)

97.88 (24.36)
80.68 (24.89)
76.52 (21.09)

3.44 (0.81)
4.80 (0.89)
4.84 (0.81)

16.80 (6.53)
10.44 (7.69)
12.29 (8.85)

CR + sham rTMS

Intake (n = 15)
1 week FU (n = 14)
1 month FU (n = 14)

72.20 (13.44)
58.79 (18.55)
54.93 (18.24)

119.40 (13.60)
99.93 (25.13)
89.29 (20.99)

3.22 (0.73)
4.71 (0.58)
4.74 (0.84)

16.20 (5.58)
11.86 (8.52)
9.86 (4.77)

Normative data

>63 = clinical impairment; <80 = individuals >4.67 = non-clinical 10–20 clinical impairment
reliable change = 17 points not in treatment
>20 serious psychopathology

FU, follow-up; CR, cognitive restructuring training and practice on autobiographical stressors; SD, standard deviation; OQ-45, Outcome
Questionnaire-45 total score; DERS, Difficulties in Emotion Regulation Scale Total Score; ERQ-R, Emotion Regulation QuestionnaireReappraisal Scale; WSAS, Work and Social Adjustment Scale.

The Long-Term Effect of the Combined Intervention
One-Week and One-Month Self-Report Results
Paired sample t tests indicated that all participants significantly improved in their use of reappraisal (t[42] =
10.53, d = 1.70, p < 0.001) after the intervention. Participants were stable in their use of reappraisal from phone
screen to baseline (i.e., before the intervention occurred),
t(45) = 1.47, p > 0.05. After applying the FDR correction,
there were no significant differences between treatment
conditions or condition-by-time interactions for reappraisal, overall difficulties in emotion regulation, overall
psychopathology severity, or work and social functioning impairment (ps > 0.04; Table 2). The differences between conditions at each of the follow-up time points
also failed the equivalence test (90% CI included –0.5 or
0.5).
One Month Follow-Up Behavioral and Physiological
Results
Participants were successful during the follow-up
stressor task to increase their subjective distress from
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baseline (ΔSUDSstressor-baseline = 2.25, SE = 0.35, p < 0.001)
and then regulate it back to baseline (ΔSUDS_stressor-regulation = 2.38, SE = 0.35, p < 0.001) using a fourth autobiographical stressor and CR as a regulation technique
(Ftime[2, 81.55] = 26.32, p < 0.001). There were no significant
differences between treatment conditions in the success
of regulation when examined via either HF-HRV or
SUDS (FHF-HRV[2, 36] = 1.68; FSUDS[2, 99.71] = 1.00; ps >
0.05). A univariate GLM test of regulation duration
(mean = 38.84s, SD 57.27) showed no significant difference between treatment conditions (p = 0.78; n = 29).
Nevertheless, conditions were not equivalent (90% CI included –0.5 or 0.5).
In summary, participants maintained their regulation
ability at follow-up, but no self-reported or physiological
effect of rTMS augmentation could be seen 1 month after
its administration.
Discussion

This proof-of-concept study preliminarily demonstrated the promise of augmenting emotion regulation
skills training and practice with rTMS in a one-time intervention designed to target a dysregulated neural circuit. Neurostimulation over either the left or the right
Neacsiu/Beynel/Powers/Szabo/
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In summary, active left rTMS led to more frequent use
of CR compared to sham and right rTMS and reduced
daily distress when compared to right rTMS. The results
remained significant after applying the FDR correction.

placebo reactivity, and treatment history should also be
examined for their relative contributions to the treatment
outcomes [79].
This study fills a gap in knowledge about the utility of
neuromodulation as an enhancing technique to behavioral interventions in a transdiagnostic clinical sample.
We used the standard 10-Hz rTMS to enhance cortical
excitability in the dlPFC, in line with the findings discussed in the introduction that point to transdiagnostic
hypoactivity in this region during emotion regulation
tasks. We also employed neuronavigation using the 10–
20 system. This approach provides a more precise localization of the dlPFC when compared to the more traditional 5 cm rule [80]. We opted to divide the rTMS session
into 4 epochs in order to make engagement in autobiographical emotion regulation feasible. This decision was
aligned with prior research highlighting that breaks may
enhance facilitatory after-effects [81]. Furthermore, having participants spend more than 10 min in effortful emotion regulation would be difficult to accomplish, and receiving rTMS during emotional induction would dampen the emotional experience [82], reducing the
opportunity for regulation. Our results demonstrate that
these decisions did not alter the potential of neurostimulation to enhance behavioral training and that therapeutic
activities, like skills practice, could take place during
rTMS successfully.
The study had some important limitations including
the sample size and lack of matched control group for the
skills training component. The study was powered expecting a moderate to large effect size, and we found small
to moderate effect sizes, which may suggest that the results are underpowered. A more stringent approach to
defining low CR would have been to only include those
who score 2 SD below the pooled mean. Targeting for
rTMS in this study used exterior head measurements and,
therefore, may have not resulted in excitation of a relevant node of the emotion regulation neural network. The
interval between training sessions was short, which may
reduce the effectiveness of skills training [83]. The combination of rTMS with a spaced training or irregular
training protocol may optimize and enhance learning
[83]. Finally, it is important to highlight that bias may exist in the publication of positive neurostimulation results
[84] and that additional scrutiny may be needed for this
experimental approach.
The intervention design could also benefit from hypothesis driven optimization. Several parameters that can
improve the efficacy of rTMS have been identified and
should be tested in future iterations of this intervention:
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dlPFC enhanced immediate emotion regulation according to behavioral, physiological, and self-reported indices. The augmented gains could be seen up to 1 week later for those who received left dlPFC stimulation. Participants tolerated the procedures well, found the approach
acceptable, and reported having a positive experience.
These results are encouraging of continued efforts to
combine rTMS with skills training in brief, transdiagnostic interventions.
All participants learned CR in a 45-min session following a standardized scripted protocol and then practiced
CR on their own autobiographical stressors. The session
included nonspecific therapeutic factors such as positive
regard, attention, and invitation to self-disclose difficulties. This training by itself proved valuable and led to a
significant increase in skills use corresponding to a large
effect size (Cohen’s d = 1.70). This result is unlikely to
represent a regression to the mean, but it could be attributable to the nonspecific factors present across conditions
[43]. Future studies should examine the unique effects of
one-time behavioral interventions on emotional dysregulation and parse out the need for skills training versus the
therapeutic benefit of the participant-experimenter interaction [77].
The addition of active rTMS to CBT training enhanced
emotion regulation as measured by HF-HRV, regulation
duration, and self-reported distress. Active stimulation
got participants to calm down faster. Sham participants
achieved the same regulation effect over a longer (almost
double) time frame. Therefore, neurostimulation may
play an important role in enhancing the utility of the
emotion regulation skill in the moment. Stimulating over
the right or the left led to equivalent physiological outcomes in the moment. Beyond the intervention session,
active left rTMS enhanced the acquisition of CR and reduced daily distress with noticeable effects up to a week.
Given that existing protocols that combine psychotherapy and neurostimulation are 16–20 weeks long [30, 78],
our approach provides a promising novel paradigm for
future research.
To test the superiority of the combination of rTMS and
CR, future studies should examine whether neurostimulation alone can achieve these effects following autobiographical emotional induction without teaching and
practicing an emotion regulation skill. Parsing out whether rTMS leads to reduced reactivity instead of regulation
would also be an important mechanistic question to
achieve additional clarity on. Furthermore, other contextual variables such as expectations given the novelty of the
treatment, treatment setting, personal characteristics,

targeting networks versus regions [85–87], targeting using functional MRI with neuro-navigation [20, 88], adjusting the inter-trial interval [88, 89], and using E-field
modeling [90]. In addition, maximizing the context dependent nature of rTMS by identifying the optimal time
for emotion induction and for neurostimulation onset
could also enhance efficacy. On the behavioral side, refinement of learning parameters such as the spacing between regulation trials to optimize synaptic plasticity
[83], accounting for nonspecific factors, and ensuring
successful skills acquisition and implementation could
further enhance the efficacy of the combined intervention.
In summary, our goal was to begin the development of
a time-limited combined intervention for transdiagnostic
emotional dysregulation. We found preliminary evidence
that rTMS augments behavioral skills training in the moment, and that the one-time session of combined rTMSCR intervention may lead to changes in synaptic plasticity and have effects that last as long as a week. Our findings provide a promising first step in the development of
novel neuroscience-driven treatment paradigms that address this hard-to-treat, transdiagnostic clinical population.
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